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Jenny: When and where were you born, grandma?
Grandma: In 1939, in a farmhouse in the North of England.
Jenny: How was your life in the farmhouse?
Grandma: Quite difficult but simple, my sweetheart. I shared a room with my three sisters. The
toilets were outside in the farmyard. We had no bathroom. We used to have a bath
once a week in the kitchen. We used to help mum with domestic chores and tidy our
room every day.
Jenny: What did you use to eat in those days?
Grandma: Porridge at breakfast. And Yorkshire pudding with roast beef on Sundays. We also
had cookies with the afternoon tea. The family used to gather around the table.
Jenny: What did you use to wear back then?
Grandma: We used to wear quite formal clothes, such as long dresses and blouses, shawls,
headscarves and wooden clogs for farm work
Jenny: Did you have fun, grandma? What games did you use to play in those days?
Grandma: Girls used to play with rag dolls, hide-and-seek, hopscotch and skipping rope. Well,
life is not what it used to be. Times change and will always do, my little darling .
Reading Comprehension (07 pts.):
A)1.Read the text carefully, then answer the following questions.(2 pts.)
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1. The text is about :
a) a speech
b) an interview c) a web article
2. Life in the farmhouse used to be:
a) very comfortable b) difficult c) simple
B) I Read the text then write ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘not mentioned’ (03 pts)
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C)Lexis :
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a) Grandma used to live in a farmhouse.___________________________________
b) She used to tidy her room once a week.______________________
c) She played Jack Stones” Kourida” a lot. _____________________
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I match each game/ item of mentioned in the textw with its corresponding picure.(2pts.)
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B/ Mastery of Language (07 pts.)
1.I reorder the following words to get coherent sentences.(2pts.)

1.Grandma/angry/is never
2. gets up/always/early/She

s

2.I correct the underlined mistakes.(3pts.)

am

Grandma used get up very early. Then, she used to baked homemade bread ”Kessra” because
there is not a bakery where she used to live.
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3. Sounds:
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a) I’m in the bathroom.
b)I don’t like fast food .
c)I’d like a fish soup, please.
d)Do I push or pull this door to open it?

m

I read the sentences and tick ( )the correct pronunciation of the letters in bold.(2pts.)

C) Situation of Integration (06pts.)
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-Your school magazine is organising a competition to choose the best interview about
“Grandparents’ Life in the Past” and you want to participate.
-Write a short paragraph(6-8 lines).Write about your grandparents life in the past:
place where they lived and worked, house chores and daily work, the food they used to
eat, the clothes they used to wear or make, and the games they used to play.
-Use the past simple tense (-ed/irreg.verbs) and (used to+V).
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